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Abstract: Nurses convince their peers of the need for ongoing action and monitoring during 

change-of-shift discourse about patient health issues. Twenty pairs of critical-care nurses 

participated in a qualitative study of authentic everyday argument at the bedside. The process of 

providing and evaluating evidence for claims and justifying decisions during nursing shift report 

included pragmatic and structural aspects of persuasive argument in the context of a high-stress, 

high-stakes, time-pressured environment. 

 

Background 
 Change of shift report (CSR) is a form of informal argumentative dialogue (Zarefsky, 1995) in which 

nurses justify recent clinical decisions they have made under conditions of uncertainty. The CSR is an event of 

intense communication and social cognition with an expectation of accountability for decisions and actions. Nursing 

CSR, as a form of socially situated cognition, illustrates the potential benefits that come with cooperative practice 

(Wertsch, 1991).  Elaboration of evidence through nursing dialogue helps explain the underlying assumptions and 

may lead to better collaboration in care. Nursing CSRs are an opportunity to identify how nurses use a sociopolitical 

approach to cognition in their important everyday work. 

 

 The interactive setting of nursing CSR is an authentic environment for study of communication, informal 

argument, social cognition, and epistemological development. The context for bedside nursing decisions, typical of 

other naturalistic decision-making settings, includes such elements as high stakes, conflicting data, disparate goals, 

competing values, time pressure, and team dynamics (Zsambok & Klein, 1997).  Furthermore, the decision-making 

process includes not only gathering data and making a choice, but also communication and justification of that 

choice (Kuhn, 1991).  Learning to tell the story of the patient and the related nursing decisions well requires 

knowledge of who has expert information, what evidence is relevant, what underlying assumptions and values 

connect evidence to claims, and how to persuade others to follow a particular course of action.  
 

Participants and Methods 
Twenty pairs of registered nurses from 4 critical care units in 3 hospitals volunteered to participate. The 

nurse participants averaged 10.6 years working in nursing, 7.9 years working in critical care, and 3.7 years of 

experience working in the current unit.  Participants’ experience ranged from three months to 29 years in nursing.  

While some nurses had worked in the same hospital facility and same critical care unit for their entire careers, others 

had worked in as many as 20 different hospitals on traveling contracts. Ten identified themselves as having a 

bachelor’s degree in nursing, while the remaining nurses reported diplomas, associate degrees, or did not report 

educational status.  

 

The 28 patients included in CSRs had complex and serious health alterations including multiple injuries, 

body system failure, dependence on life-support technologies and interventions, or recovery from open-heart 

surgery. Some were alert; others were unconscious or sedated. Most were physiologically unstable, requiring 

continuous electronic monitoring and direct observation through the hall window even during the CSR. 

 

 Each pair of nurses was audio recorded and observed during CSR in the hallway outside the patient’s room.   

The offgoing nurse was interviewed privately after CSR, while the oncoming nurse completed a brief written survey 

before meeting the patient. Semistructured interviews and surveys included discussion of communication strategies, 

epistemological factors, nursing expertise, and argument in the CSR. Data collection and analysis followed federal 

guidelines (USA) for the protection of human subjects and the confidentiality of health information.  Observation 

field notes, audio recorded shift reports and interviews, and written surveys were transcribed and qualitatively 

analyzed using Atlas TI 5.0 and Inspiration 7.5 to organize open coding via a line-by-line analysis, axial coding and 

hierarchical coding. Transcripts were reviewed throughout the data collection process to identify areas of focus for 
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subsequent participants and to narrow the field of study.  Data coding within themes reached interrater agreement 

levels of 85% for goals, 90-94% for time perspective, and 90-93% for types of argument claims. Identified themes 

and relationships were further validated through member checks by critical care nurses.  

 

Findings and Implications 
Nurses’ goals for CSR included giving an accurate account of the shift, creating an understanding of the 

patient for the oncoming nurse, or fostering psychological comfort and confidence in the oncoming nurse. Offgoing 

nurses’ goals for shift report targeted their own behavior, that of the oncoming nurse, or both.  When offgoing 

nurses described goals focused only on their own performance, oncoming nurses consistently reported problems 

with the information and organization of the reports they received.   

 

Nurses predominately focused on the shift that was ending in their CSR. Across all reports, the relative 

number of CSR words coded as current items was 63%, past items was 22%, and future items was 14.  Nurses 

receiving the CSR stated that they were more likely to believe the evidence that the offgoing nurse observed 

directly, rather than more distant historical events. 

 

High information flow was a challenging aspect of the discourse.  Word counts of a verbal CSR ranged 

586-4435 words, with a mean count of 1955 words. The longest reports produced 17 double-spaced transcript pages.  

In nearly every case, the CSR was interrupted multiple times to answer a sounding alarm, a patient’s call, a phone 

call, or to dodge other staff moving equipment in the hall. Background noise levels were generally high, but waxed 

and waned throughout the conversations as CSRs took place simultaneously at several hallway locations in front of 

the critical care unit patient rooms. 

 

Nurses described the CSR as a process of reaching agreement about the patient status through questioning, 

responding, and continued discussion until both nurses were satisfied. All twenty oncoming nurses believed they 

shared the same view of the patient with the offgoing nurse after receiving report; 18 of the 20 offgoing nurses 

thought that agreement had been reached. 

Argument structures were examined by clustering data related to individual patient issues, then classifying data 

within each issue of concern using definitions of types of evidence, warrants, and claims. Data coding across 28 

patients and 197 claims reached 90-93% inter-rater agreement for types of argument claims made in the CSR. 

Argument claims ranged from recommendations for very specific and detailed interventions (27%) to more general 

suggestions that some unspecified intervention (10%) or some type of monitoring (63%) at an unspecified time. 

Warrants serving to connect evidence with argument claims were often implied rather than stated outright, which 

could be an efficient process for nurses with shared knowledge and assumptions.  Evidence provided in CSR ranged 

from reproducible numerical data to behavioral descriptions and appeals to authority.  Oncoming nurses clearly 

expressed that they found numerical data and first-person accounts of assessments or events more credible than 

other types of evidence. 

Nursing CSR reflects both the structural aspects of formal argument with components of evidence, warrants, 

and claims, and the pragmatic aspects of informal argument with components of interpersonal, social, and 

environmental/contextual cues.   Rather than merely reporting information during CSR, nurses use informal 

argument to convince their peers of the need for ongoing actions and monitoring.  The process of providing and 

evaluating evidence during CSR is an under-appreciated opportunity for social learning and epistemological 

development in the nursing workforce.   
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